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1.
1.1

Introduction
Transition in urban energy infrastructures

An urban system is generally distinguished from a rural one in high density of population and
activities, high degree of openness and liquidity in terms of information flow and resources flow,
high concentration of economic and human capital resources. In addition to demanding a very high
level of reliability and safety, the urban energy infrastructure is also in many ways ground zero for
the transition from fossil fuels to more sustainable, low-carbon energy sources. At present, common
measures to facilitate the transition can be observed from both the customers’ side such as a rapid
increase in the use of distributed energy resources (DER) (e.g. EVs, ES, PVs, HPs and controllable
loads,) and smart/energy efficient buildings, and from the utility side such as a persistent effort on
developing more efficient energy infrastructure solutions like smart grid (SG) and low-temperature
district heating (LTDH), etc. In principle, the development and deployment of new energy system
applications on both the customers’ side and the infrastructure side should support each other in
order to achieve an efficient, reliable, safe and cost-effective urban energy system. Such principle
also holds true for different urban energy infrastructures that are under development, implying there
is a need of an integrated approach for integrated design, planning and operation of urban energy
systems.
1.2
The need of flexibility
Flexibility is understood as the ability of a system to respond to variability and uncertainty at
different time scales and different locations. In power system operation and dispatch planning,
flexibility is of importance and has a significant commercial value. Taking the electricity
transmission system as an example, ancillary service products like frequency reserves are normally
provided by different generation units and large-scale industrial loads, and the procurement process
is carried out between a transmission system operation (TSO) and a number of suppliers through an
ancillary service market setup. Through the procurement, a set of differently structured flexibility
services are provided to a TSO for achieving active power regulation on different time scales, and
the overall remuneration for providing control power and energy on ancillary service markets is
usually significantly higher than for bulk energy from spot markets.
Today, the growth in intermittent renewables (also known as variable generation), the rapid
deployment of DER and the growing energy market activities are urging the need for additional
flexibility options in power system operation at both transmission and distribution levels. One
example, as given in Figure 1, illustrates significant need of additional flexibility for active power
balancing in Germany at a national level over the course of three days in August 2013[1]. The
flexibility requirements over the illustrated period (Saturday to Monday) can be broken down into
different periods. Each period imposes different need of flexibility. For instance, the 13-GW ramp

up for a 2-3 hour peak net load and then a ramp down to a night valley around period 3 poses
challenging upward and downward ramping, as well as minimum online time of committed units. In
period 5, the instantaneous penetration of variable generation (VG) reaches 50%, implying there is
potential danger of lacking synchronous generation to maintain the system stability. Other examples
given by IEA wind Task 25 [2] also demonstrate different needs of flexibility for wind power
balancing at different time scales (i.e., from seconds to weeks) to address the challenges in
variability and predictability, uncertainty and capacity adequacy etc.

1. No morning ramp
2. Afternoon valley
3. Evening peak
4. Morning flat-line
net load
5. Afternoon valley
6. Evening peak
7. Night time valley
and morning rise
8. Monday peak net
load reduction

Figure 1 Wind and PV variability increases the need for system flexibility (Net Load is Demand minus VG)

Such increasing need of flexibility can be found in transmission and distribution network operation,
primarily due to the paradigm shift in the energy industry, i.e., the movement from a very
centralized hieratical system towards a system with high degree of decentralization. Many of the
challenges are recognized as transmission/distribution network congestions or voltage problems,
leaving the SOs to choose between grid reinforcement and looking for flexibility alternatives.
1.3
Sources of flexibility in an urban energy system
Sources of flexibility exist across all of the physical and institutional elements of a power system,
including generation; transmission and distribution networks; demand-side resources; storage
options; system operations and markets.
Flexible generation: Conventional power plants and dispatchable renewables (including intermitted
renewables) can provide flexibility if they have the ability to rapidly ramp up and ramp down,

quickly on/off actions etc. Technology-wise, coal-fired power plants in Denmark haven been
optimized to provide flexibility in steep ramp-up gradients, shorter start-up time and low minimum
generation levels [3].
Flexible transmission and distribution networks: reinforcing the power transmission and
distribution network by establishing interconnections with neighbouring networks enables
flexibility flows between different areas and better use of flexibility resources. In the Danish
transmission system, such flexibility instrument is realized by having physical interconnections
with Norway, Sweden and Germany and market coupling mechanism. Other sources of flexibility
include smart grid technologies and advanced network management practices that minimize
bottlenecks and optimize transmission/distribution usage.
Demand-side flexibility: DER owners who are able to regulate the generation/demand at their
premises can offer their flexibility by participating in various demand response/demand-side
management. The corresponding mechanisms include automated load control by system operators;
smart grid and smart metering and various tariff schemes. Although demand-side flexibility is
relatively inexpensive, it requires verifiability of demand-side resources, aggregation schemes, and
regulatory support etc.
Storage-enabled flexibility: ES technologies hold energy produced during periods (from short to
long) and discharge it when it is needed. In the Danish context, the current interest is primarily on
chemical energy storage, batteries and thermal energy storage [4].
System operations and markets: Changes made to system operation practices and markets design
can free significant amount of flexibility. For instance, the conceptual market designed and tested in
Ecogrid EU proves that a real-time market can successfully enable real-time demand response,
release the need of spinning reserves and generate an improved societal value [5]. Operation wise,
examples of institutional and operational sources exist as improved forecasting of renewables and
variable demand and integrated management of flexible resources at both grid and customer side
etc.
In an urban energy system like Nordhavn, the primary sources of flexibility are within the demandside (e.g. DERs and smart buildings) and the energy infrastructures (e.g. electricity distribution,
DH, EV-infrastructure). The related processes include
Power-to-power: Classical electricity consumption (e.g. lighting)/generation units (e.g. PV and
micro-generators) are regulated to provide demand-side flexibility.
Power-to-heat: Thermal storage capacity of the houses/buildings/DH systems are utilized to provide
flexibility by controlling the related electrical components (e.g. electric heaters, HPs and other types
of TCLs). These kinds of processes are typically unidirectional.
Power-to-vehicle: Through the charging infrastructure, the flexibility of an EV is achieved by
controlling its charging process (and discharging if V2G enabled).

It is worthwhile to mention, although flexibility is often referred as the key element for addressing
the emerging challenges in a power system, the need of flexibility can also be formulated by other
sectors. For instance, demand side management is also an important approach adopted by the DH
system for achieving improved energy efficiency and economy.
1.4

Service oriented flexibility-enabling

At present, how to incorporate the new flexible options into the market layout is still an open
question. One of the designs suggested by the iPower consortium [6] is shown in Figure 2. The
existing layout is maintained as in the grey area and the new stakeholders – DSO, aggregator and
owners of flexibility options– are integrated in a parallel structure. Different flexibility options
offered by flexibility-owning devices/systems are aggregated by an aggregator to generate a scaled
impact that can be easily overserved, certified and accepted by a body (e.g. a DSO) who requires
flexibility services. The proposed flexibility clearing house (FLECH) forms a new trading platform
where flexibility exchange is managed and executed.

Figure 2 Service-oriented flexibility enabling scheme

For an urban energy system where the flexibility will be mobilized between different energy
sectors, the above design can be adjusted by including new service requestors such as DHO. The
target group of FLECH is therefore extended from power sector towards a multi-energy sector. This
service-oriented flexibility enabling scheme introduces a series of benefits for the whole society,
such as






1.5

offering new possibilities for optimal planning and operation of an integrated energy system.
ensuring an efficient energy system based on market approaches.
incorporating user behavior and enhancing end-users’ awareness.
enabling increased integration of fluctuating renewable energy sources.
enabling new business opportunities for the energy industry and commercial energy users.
Scope and utilization of this report

Smart network service (SNS) refers to a range of services which can be provided by different kinds
of flexibility-owning devices/systems/infrastructures through properly designed enabling
technical/market solutions as an alternative to traditional methods for network operation. In the
context of EnergyLab Nordhavn, the term “network” is referred to as several energy carrier
networks, i.e., electricity distribution network, heat distribution network and E-mobility
infrastructure. SNS for other energy carrier networks such as electricity transmission network (often
out of the urban area) is also briefly touched upon in this report, due to the fact it could offer the
flexibility-owning devices/systems another value stream through the existing power market.
It is worthwhile to note that the direct beneficiaries of SNS products are TSO, DSOs, THOs and
flexibility providers (including normal consumers who are able to vary their load consumptions
according to the service agreement). Although there are many other potential flexibility
beneficiaries, such as BRP, energy agents, energy retailors, aggregators who can indirectly support
the energy operation, in this report, the related flexibility services such as using flexibility to
optimize an generation portfolio is considered as having little or no relevance to SNS.
Based on a brief review of operational challenges and current practices in different energy
infrastructures, this report aims at providing readers a general overview of different SNS catalogue
that could be developed for and applied in an urban energy system like Nordhavn. Use cases made
by project partners are attached in the end of report, providing SNS examples that can be further
developed for Nordhavn.
It is important to realize that the SNS described as such in this report will continue to evolve also
after the finalization of this document. Thus, the scope of the document is limited to serving only
Energlab Nordhavn consortium as a preliminary guideline for work related. The document cannot
be used to determine anything about decisions and rationales which fall beyond its scope.

2.
2.1

Smart network services for urban electricity distribution
Operational challenges and current practice

Figure 3 provides a summarized view of the grid structure and the topologies of the distribution grid
in the DONG Energy’s area of electricity supply. The grid is comprised of two parts, i.e., the
“NORD” grid and the “CITY” grid. The NORD grid part supplied from the 132 kV grid either
through a 50 kV ring structure down to 10 kV or directly through 132/10 kV transformers. For the
“CITY” grid part, electricity is supplied from the 132 kV grid through a 30 kV radial structure
down to 10 kV [7].

Figure 3 Overview of the grid structure and topologies in the DONG Energy area of supply

A DSO (distribution system operators) like DONG Energy is responsible for operating, maintaining
and developing such a distribution system in a given area and its interconnections with other
systems and for ensuring the ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the distribution
of electricity with adequate power quality on a continuous basis. On a daily basis, criteria for both
normal and contingency operation in relation to power quality [8], reliability and safety of this
electricity distribution system must be met. In addition, a DSO needs to carry out the exercise of
asset management to not only maximize its financial and corporate goals, but also ensure the costeffectiveness of electricity supply. Today, the major measures that a DSO takes to follow the load
increase/variation from the planning perspective are summarized inTable 1.

Table 1 Measures taken by a DSO to support his objectives from the planning perspective
Measures

Descriptions

Capacity augmentation

Network expansion
Preventative

Increase the existing
network capacity to meet
the demand growth
To meet the connection
requirements and demand
of new customers within
the energized area

Alternative examples







Electrification
(greenfield)

Power Quality
improvement

Corrective/impr
ovement

Electrification of new
load/generation centers





To improve the power
quality

Reliability
Improvement

To improve the reliability
of network

Loss reduction

To reduce the losses during
electricity distribution











Upgrade/construction of
existing/new substations
Uprating/construction of
existing/new substations
conductors
Extension of the existing
network
Construction of new
substations/conductors
Extension of the existing
network
Construction of new
substations
Construction of micro/minigrid for the emerging
load/generation centers
Placement of various AVR
(automatic voltage regulator)
technologies
Capacity augmentation
Network expansion
Looping the network
Installation of sectionalizing
and switching devices
Replace old components
Decrease number of
customers per feeder
Power factor improvement
Conductor uprating
Reconfiguration of feeder
system

Many of the corrective/improvement measures such as Placement of various AVR can be
understood as how a DSO handles the operational challenges by controlling its own assets. In
addition to this, a DSO could also gain certain controllability of customer-side assets to perform
actions to fulfil the operational needs as listed in Table 2. Operational measures like DER
regulation could be needed in areas where electricity generation from distributed generation may
easily exceed consumption, the distribution system therefore have to be reinforced and extended
due to power quality. By applying DER regulation, the urgent and considerable investment in
electricity networks can be deferred or eliminated. Today, for market-based DER/load regulation
solutions, a DSO typically does not take them into the dimensioning criteria unless the solutions are
100% reliable. This is because the DSO cannot take the chance and incorporate them in their

design, since the DSO’s design must consider worst-case situations.
Table 2 Measures taken by a DSO to support its daily operation
Operational needs

Measures

Descriptions

Alternative examples

Active and reactive power
regulation of the generation units,
demand-side units and network
assets






Load balancing
Reconfiguration
Voltage control that affects
load flow
DER regulation

Reactive power provision from
the generation units, demand-side
units and network assets





OLTC
Capacitor banks
DER regulation

To prevent large reactive power
flow between the distribution and
transmission grids,



Imposing explicit limits on
reactive power flow through
system transformers.

Fault
management and
system
restoration

To reduce outage time and
overall reliability




Switching management
Microgrid

Maximizing DER
connection and
integration

DER regulation

Active and reactive power
regulation of the DER units





Market
Bilateral agreements
Grid codes

Efficient investment

Peak
shaving/shifting

By regulating the demand-side
units






Battery
Market
Bilateral agreements
Grid codes

Congestion
management
To keep the entire
system running
within security
standards

Voltage control

Mvar bands [8]

High reliability

2.2

Smart electricity distribution network services

The flexibility from either an individual system or an aggregated portfolio is typically valued based
on “how fast”, “how large” and “how long” the flexibility can be provided. Although the location of
a flexibility source is another very important metric for valuing flexibility; when the flexibility is
utilized for a local energy system service, it often implies there are only a few service requestors
who are able to decide the value of it. Therefore “speed”, “capacity” and “duration” are often
adopted as the general metrics used for both flexibility characterization and value estimation.
Conventionally, aggregators in Denmark are interested in aggregating industrial-sized DERs (e.g.
CHPs) due to their easy accessibility and advantages in generation capacity and flexible production.

In an urban area where the flexibility is mainly at the demand-side, aggregating small-sized
flexibility owning devices/systems can be a challenging and promising business. An illustrative
example as in Figure 4 shows the estimated value for flexibility with different characteristics [10].
Given the current power market conditions in Denmark, i.e., the electricity wholesale market
Nordpool and the electricity ancillary service market, the potential value of a flexible source has to
meet several criteria in order to be considered as “good”. As scenario (c) illustrates, the “good” sign
imposes requirements on response time less than 15 second, capacity more than 0.8MW for either
up/down regulation and duration of at least 20 minutes. Assuming the related infrastructures for
control and communication are ready, this flexibility portfolio corresponds to either 800 ×1kW
electric radiators or 220 × 3.6 kW (charring power) EVs. In an urban energy system, finding such
amount of flexibility resources isn’t a challenging task; however, when the effort required for
controlling an aggregated portfolio with 800 ×1kW electric radiators is compared with the one
required for controlling a 800kW gas-turbine CHP, most aggregators will choose the second option
from a business perspective. This results in the fact that the present power system operation in
Denmark uses little demand-side flexibility in grid operation and planning.

Figure 4 Value of flexibility estimated by Powerhub

For smart electricity distribution network service (SEDNS), a number of products have been
designed by the iPower consortium, and a brief overview of these products is shown in Figure 5.
Detailed description for each flexibility product is given in [11]. The designed products are tailored
for DSOs who can use flexibility products as alternatives for grid reinforcement. Unlike the prior
value estimation that can be conducted based on the existing market information, the maximum

price on flexibility products will be set from the DSOs’ alternative costs in reinforcement. The
potential values of flexibility for SEDNS therefore vary from case to case, and can be heavily
location-dependent.

Figure 5 An overview of SEDNS examples designed by the iPower consortium (load management services in the
upper table and voltage support services in the lower table)

3.
3.1

Smart network services for urban heat distribution
Current practice and the desired operation for Nordhavn

In Copenhagen almost 99% of all space heated area are heated with district heating and about 50%
of district heating supply is now CO2 neutral by using of waste heat, geothermal, waste heat from
sewage, incineration plants, biomass etc.
District heating customers are connected continuously in small scale since 1925. The buildings have
previously been built on the basis of oil and coal boilers - then often with small radiators and oneline system and designed for 90 C for radiator and ventilation systems. Copenhagen has also tall
buildings and outstretched supplies and the hot water tank on the secondary side often means min.
65 C for hot water production, which therefore is the minimum flow temperatures need in summer.
There is as a result of the pressure conditions and building height built-in heat exchangers as
separation for central heating systems and there is extensive use of hot water tanks instead of heat
exchangers. Thus there is a certain capacity of accumulation in the system.
HOFOR in Copenhagen therefore has a “high temperature system”, with up to 95 C the coldest days
of winter, but want to optimize the flow temperatures in the city. Nordhavn has existing buildings
connected to district heating, but some existing buildings were built in the 90s and 00s when
dimension temperature requirement was extended on the secondary side of the heat exchanger.
Therefore, the level of “normal” low-temperature heating in Copenhagen is set to 70-40 C at
primary side as a realistic assessment, but will also mean challenges to ensure low return
temperature to the district heating system.

Figure 6 Traditional heat sub-station for DH in Copenhagen

HOFOR wants to lower both the flow temperatures and corresponding temperatures in return pipe.
WP5 will evaluate the savings at lower flow temperatures and return temperatures in district heating
networks. This is important in any case for reasons of heat losses in pipes, power generation,
pumping expenses, capital expenditures and operating.
HOFOR still has high costs for peak load production based on fossil fuels, and will also pursue the
reduction of peak demands. This can be done by working with the flexible heating periods,
including switching on electric heating elements and heat pumps. It is expected that flexible supply
of properties handled by the utility is handled through WP5, while customers' own handling of e.g.
fuel shift is handled in WP4. Such kind of flexibility mobilized to support the DH system can
certainly be developed as SNS products.
Rather high idle losses and challenges with automatic controls in heating installations in buildings,
including the lack of maintenance today can not be properly addressed without valuable data and
tools to analyze data (energy management). HOFOR has started development of a new system for
energy management (ForsynOmeter), but further training of operating personnel, and analyzes of
the buildings’ consumption and operation from all these data must be refined. HOFOR wants to
create solutions that can support the responsible heating engineers receiving data alarms from
energy management systems to be able to optimize the heating system and correct faults on the
installations. HOFOR also wants visibility of actual consumption (adjusted for the average year –
“climate adjustments”) using e.g. “Heatingmark”, “Traffic light” and so on. This is also a wish for
the new and modern area of Nordhavn.

Figure 7 “Traffic light” example for Slotsholmen (to the left) and “Heatmark” example (to the right)

3.2

Smart heat distribution network services and practical needs

The flexibility in a DH system exists in both the primary side and the secondary side. On the
secondary side (i.e. the demand side), fuel-shift solutions such as electrical heating is provided
locally when the DH supply is cut off, intelligent operations of heat cylinders installed at the
demand side, and using the building thermal mass for load shifting will form the main mechanisms
to enable the demand-side flexibility in a DH system. Design of such kind of fuel-shift solutions
requires a careful consideration of their impacts on both electricity and heat infrastructure and
active coordination between the corresponding operators. Elaboration on this is given in Section 5.2
where combined SNS are introduced. On the primary side, the flexibility can be found by operating
the heat generation and boosting stations (heat pump/electric boilers) and storing heat in the DH
network (pipelines and heat storage). Given the present knowledge, SHDNS developed for
Nordhavn will primarily cover the two general categories of flexibility services, i.e. load
management (secondary side oriented) and DH energy management (primary side oriented ).
Analysis of data related to energy management can be considered as an auxiliary option for
supporting the design and development of SHDNS. It can be useful to have data-based calculations
in relation to budgets (i.e. estimated consumption) and actual measurements are reviewed and
assessed. Existing models related may need to be corrected, especially focusing on new buildings.
It is important that there are meters on all heat generators (electric boilers, district heating, heat
pumps, solar collectors, etc.), so the total overview of heat always is made in Nordhavn regardless
of production. This can be summarized in a "traffic light" where the buildings have colour in their
unit consumption per years - that is kWh/m2. This, together with energy management creates focus
on the properties that have high consumption and thus creating natural competition. It is HOFOR’s
experience that high focus on energy management and optimization provides great heat savings and
can help to meet the requirements in the building regulations. Projects that can help lower the flow
temperature and return temperature, especially in existing buildings will be of great value to
HOFOR. Selected properties with both electricity and heat production plants could in future be
interesting if the customer can switch between power and heat depending on prices. Therefore,
special algorithms and apps developed for easy use by customers are interesting.

4.
4.1

Smart network services for E-mobility infrastructure
Current practice in Denmark

EVs have been exempted from the vehicle registration tax (VRT) since 1983. As of 2015 there are
more than 4,000 EVs in Denmark [12]. In Copenhagen, there are registered between 300 and
400EVs with around 600EV charging stations. In comparison however, there are only 1000
charging stations scattered throughout the rest of Denmark, meaning that over a third of all the
country's charging stations are concentrated in and around Copenhagen. Although parking an EV in
the city area is not free, there are parking lots reserved for EVs. Meanwhile, the latest initiation in
Copenhagen on getting 400 BMW i3 is trying to improve interconnected e-mobility for urban areas
by introducing easily accessible car-sharing programs [13].
4.2

Smart e-mobility infrastructure services

The planning and operation of EVs and the associated infrastructure for charging and parking in
principle has an important role in traffic sector planning and operation. With respect to the emobility infrastructure services, these are commonly understood as services provided for
maintaining and operating the EV charging infrastructure such as advisory on vehicle and charging
station interoperability, testing of the charging station and components, electrical safety testing etc.
In this report that aims at mobilizing various flexibility options to support efficient and costeffective planning and operation of urban energy infrastructures, the smart e-mobility
infrastructures services are therefore defined as using EVs and EV charging infrastructure to
support power system operation. This is also due to
1) An EV is a large electrical battery-load with quick response time,
2) An EV could offer bi-directional power flow capabilities (V2G),
3) An EV offers long duration of flexibility when it is grid-connected.
These unique technical characteristics allow EVs to offer various types of services. An overview of
services proposed by Nikola consortium [14] is presented in Table 3. The 12 SNS (shaded in light
grey) to a large degree covers the present ancillary services requested by TSO and DSOs at an
international scale, and also several new requests such as synthetic inertia for TSO (for systems
with low inertia) and phase balancing for DSOs (for LV feeder with unbalanced load/generation
across three phases).

Table 3 Services offered by EVs for improved power system operation and EV owners’ experience
’

Beneficiary

Description

1: Frequency regulation–
Normal

TSO

2: Frequency regulation–
Very fast
3: Secondary regulation

TSO

4: Tertiary regulation

TSO

5: Synthetic inertia

TSO

6: Adaptive Charging

TSO/DSO

7: MORE(Mother of all
regulation)

TSO/DSO

8: MV-LV Transformer
and lines overloading
9: LV overvoltage
management

DSO

Also called Primary regulation or frequency containment Reserve. The ancillary service that keeps the
frequency in an interval around 50 Hz. Vehicles may be able to compete with or replace traditional
generators as providers of frequency regulation.
A new type of frequency regulation that offers ramping times and precision that goes beyond what
traditional generators can provide.
Also called Frequency Restoration Reserve. The ancillary service that restores the frequency to 50 Hz
after deviations and replaces frequency regulation when the latter has either stopped a deviation or
reached its limit.
Also called Replacement Reserve. The ancillary services that replaces secondary regulation, typically
with a higher requirement to energy capacity and delivery timescale.
Inertia refers to the stored rotational energy in traditional generators. EVs, taking advantage of the fast
chemical reaction that characterizes the Lithium storages, can mimic this effect.
Charging is delayed or advanced in Time based on, e.g., energy cost or renewable contents. This type of
service is sometimes referred to as “Smart charging”.
A new type of ancillary service that includes all the traditional types of regulation. A larger fleet of EVs
could both respond immediately to deviations in frequency, but could also help with regard to longer
term energy balancing.
Proper charging/discharging management enables the use of EVs for overloading alleviation.

10: LV network phase
balancing

DSO

11: LV congestions due
to fast charging station

DSO

12: Islanded microgrid
and black start:

DSO

13: Charging flexibility
assessment

EV User

14: Charging information

EV User

15: Charging
management

EV User

16: Vehicle-To-X (V2X)

End Users

TSO

DSO

Several feeders under the same transformer could potentially face different voltages profiles (overvoltages in one feeder and low voltages in others). Proper EV charging/discharging management could
help mitigating this aspect.
The possibility of performing single phase charging/discharging (10A or 16A – 2.3 kW or 3.6 kW)
could unbalance the LV network. Proper EV charging/discharging management could help mitigating
this aspect.
The need of having EVs recharged far from home will require fast charging station (50 kWx4) which
may need to be installed in areas where the network could be weak. Proper EV charging management
could limit the power request and therefore problems to the network.
The possibility to have one or a set of EVs being able to sustain a small power system could be a
valuable resource (either under normal conditions or in emergency situations). The inverter for EV
battery must be able to operate in islanded mode (V/f) or, if able to receive just a PQ reference, to be
equipped with a “traditional” droop controller which is able to set the PQ references according to how
frequency and voltage behave in the local power system.
An electric vehicle can be said to have “charging flexibility” if the time available for charging (between
plug-in and plug-out) is sufficiently long compared to the time needed for charging and if the charging
period itself is sufficiently predictable and recurs according to specific patterns.
A number of web-enabled devices should give the user access to charging information. This service
should identify the pieces of information that are most relevant for the EV user when controlling the
(dis)charging of the EV.
By using historical data about the user it is possible to minimize user involvement in smart charging
management. The user can simply be presented with some simple options based on a backend systems
ability to analyse and predict the behaviour of the user.
The EV owner may have a need for electric energy in places where access to the general electricity grid
is not possible or practical. Access to the battery energy for applications other than driving could be a
service offered by the EV owner to another EV owner or other energy end users.

5.
5.1

Other smart network services
Ancillary services for electricity transmission

Figure 8 provides an overview on the structure and the topology of the eastern Danish transmission
system on Zealand (DK2). The DK2 grid zone is comprised of two parts, the 132 kV transmission
grid and the 400 kV transmission grid. While the 132 kV grid consists of ring connections, the 400
kV grid is characterized by a radial structure[15].

400 kV

132 kV

50 kV

Figure 8 Overview of the grid structure and topology in the eastern Danish transmission system

The responsibilities for a TSO (transmission system operator) like EnerginetDK are operating the
infrastructure for trans-regional power grids for electric power transmission, maintenance of
existing and dimensioning of new-built infrastructure and providing access to their grid resources
for market participants. In addition, the TSO has to provide balancing power for the power system
to avoid grid fluctuations and ensure a continuous supply of electricity with adequate power quality.
Frequency-controlled normal operation reserve is automatic regulation provided by production or
consumption units which, by means of control equipment, respond to frequency deviations to
ensure the equilibrium of produced and consumed active power in the network. Frequencycontrolled normal operation reserve consists of both upward and downward regulation reserves and
is provided as a symmetrical reserve where upward and downward regulation reserves are
purchased together. The frequency-controlled disturbance reserve is also automatic regulation
responding to frequency deviations but it is defined as a upward regulation which is activated
automatically in the event of a frequency drop to under 49.9 Hz and remains active until balance

has been restored or until regulation by means of manual reserve takes over. The manual reserve is
provided by relevant suppliers and is activated manually by the TSO. It consists of upward and
downward regulation and must supply its regulating power within 15 minutes of activation [16].
The TSOs purchase ancillary services on a daily basis from different suppliers which place their
bids on the market beforehand [17]. Bids for frequency-controlled normal operation reserve and for
frequency-controlled disturbance reserve must be entered with a minimum of 0.3 MW while bids
for manual reserve must include a minimum of 10 MW [16].
Possible alternatives to provide these services by units in a smart city area like Nordhavn are listed
below in Table 4.
Table 4 Ancillary services for electricity transmission
Type of service
Frequency-controlled
operation reserve

Frequency-controlled
reserve

normal

disturbance

Manual reserve

Short-circuit power, reactive reserve,
voltage control

Description
Ensures
restoration
of
production/consumption equilibrium
by responding to grid frequency
deviations without deadband
Fast reserve for regulating the
frequency
following
substantial
frequency drops
Manual upward and downward
regulation reserve to ensure balance
in case of outages of plants and
international connections

Possible alternatives






Demand response of loads
DER regulation
Load shedding
Battery
EV






Scheduled load management
Price sensitive load management
Battery
EV

Services for ensuring stable and safe
power system operation

Ancillary services for the TSO which could be provided by devices in a distribution grid area like
Nordhavn are mainly based on demand-side management. Controlling the charging/discharging
process of EVs, regulated by a contract between the car owners and the provider of ancillary
services (aggregator), or a coordinated control of loads, e.g. heat pumps and electric heaters, could
be a possibility.

5.2

Combined smart network services

SNS until now are designed for individual energy system operators, i.e. TSO, DSOs and DHOs
meaning there’s little coordination between the energy system operators as illustrated in Figure 9
(to the left). One possible consequence of such approach could be a fight for “flexibility”.
Although the introduction of FLECH could coordinate flexibility exchange, either according to the
merit order or the service priority, it is not necessary that every SNS requested by a system operator
need to end up with accessing certain amount of flexibility. In other words, it is likely to design
combined SNS services by combining the needs of different system operators, especially the ones
coming from different energy sectors. One example can be imagined as a moment when the DHO
needs flexibility from demand side (i.e. to turn on demand-side heating solutions) to allow for
cutting off the DH supply; meanwhile the TSO needs more electrical load to follow the wind power
increase. Apparently the two SNS request the same direction of flexibility regulation, leading to the
possibility that a combined SNS might be designed for special occasions like such. Similar
coordination can be performed between the TSO and the DSO.

Figure 9 Enabling the use of flexibility in urban energy system for SNS through service acquisition: present
solution without coordination (to the left) vs. future solution with coordination (to the right)

In Denmark, regulation has been reshaped to reduce heat bound electricity generation in situations
with high wind energy production. In the future, DH systems are envisioned to become electricity
consumers rather than producers in times of high wind power production. This mechanism is
generally termed as PtH which uses the thermal storage capacity associated with heat generation,
distribution and consumption to accommodate excessive power production. Such a combined SNS
service that covers both heat and electricity infrastructure can be treated as special case of “PtH”,
where cross-sectoral coordination is required to guarantee mutual benefits.
It is worthwhile to note that demand-side electric heating (DEH) solutions can also generate
significant value for improving network operation. Taking the electric storage heating (ESH)
solutions (developed for space heating) as an example, after receiving appropriate control/incentive
singles, ESH could provide
1) SNS for electricity transmission - for example by regulating up/down electrical load
consumption immediately
2) SNS for electricity distribution – for example by performing electric load shifting and peak

load reduction
3) SNS for district heating system – for example by performing thermal load shifting especially
in summer when the heat demand is low or thermal peak load reduction to improve the
overall economy of DH.
Figure 10 provides an illustrative example that shows the ESH solutions can offer the ability to use
excessive power generation and store it as heat in a thermal buffer, allowing it to be used for heat
consumption at a later time Figure 10.

Figure 10 An example showing the value of ESH by providing electrical load-shifting

The cross-sectoral demand-side flexibility options offered by DEH can urge the need of having
another type of combined SNS, e.g. when the DSO requests a DEH-based load management
operation, the THO could confirm/reject the activation based on his perceived impacts on the heat
infrastructure, and vice versa. For a future system where the demand side operation can be
completely market driven (assuming there exists none integrated heat and power market), having
such kind of coordination could increase the understanding of new load patterns, raise the visibility
of mutual impacts between different energy infrastructures and eliminate the possible negative
impacts.
The importance of having combined SNS is on introducing an integrated perspective of operating
different energy infrastructures in an urban energy system. Basically, it requires different energy
infrastructure operators to cooperate before they make decision, therefore facilitating the shared use
of societal resources in an optimal way. Such kind of coordination can be achieved through bilateral
collaboration, new market mechanisms or regulations.

6.

Smart network services catalogue for EnergyLab Nordhavn

This section provides a catalogue for SNS.
Service
requestor

SNS_DSO

SNS_TSO
(DK_east)

Name

General description

Current
practice

Specifications

Prerequisites

UC
example

Relevance to
Nordhavn
(1-5)

Importance of the
service (nationalwide) (1-5)

Scheduled
Load/DER
management
(active power)

Used for handling predictable
distribution grid problems such
as congestion management,
peak load reduction and load
shifting in advance, in order to
defer investment.

N/A

3-4

1-5.

Used for handling distribution
grid problems (e.g.
contingencies )
as an corrective solutions

N/A

 Proven to be reliability
 Design of
market/service framework
 Design of contract
 Design of verification
and settlement
 Control algorithms
…

UC-WP4-SNS001
UC-WP4-SNS007
UC-WP4-SNS008

Autonomous
Load/DER
management
(active power)

 Event-based acquisition
 Activated by regulation
signals/incentive signals
 Specifications on speed of reaction,
capacity, duration and location etc.,
require further inputs from DSO, with
reference to Figure 5.

N/A

3-4

Voltage control
(reactive
power)

Used for maintaining the
network voltage within a predefined boundary

N/A

UC-WP4-SNS002
UC-WP4-SNS003

3-4

Scheduled
Frequency
controlled
reserve (active
power)

Existing TSO’s ancillary
services as manual reserve

UC-WP4-SNS006

2-3

Yes
(but little
comes from
demand.side)

 In Denmark the minimum bid size is
10MW, and the maximum is 50 MW,
activation time is within 15 minutes.
details provided in [19][20]

See [19]

A distribution
grid with
sufficient
capacity may
need no
additional
services at all in
the short-term.
For a weak grid
with high share
of DER such as
PV, the need
could be urgent.
4-5

SNS_ DHO

 For frequency-controlled normal
reserve, the activated reserve must be
supplied within 150s, minimum
bidding size 0.3MW.
 For frequency-controlled disturbance
reserve, it requires supply inverselinear power at frequencies between
49.9 and 49.5Hz, supply of 50% the
response within 5s, supply of the
remaining 50% within an additional
25s, minimum bidding size 0.3MW.
 more details provided in [19]

Frequency
controlled
autonomous
Load/DER
management
(active power)

Existing TSO’s ancillary
services as frequency
controlled normal/disturbance
reserve

Yes
(little comes
from
demand.side)

Short-circuit
power, reactive
reserves and
voltage
control

Existing TSO’s ancillary
services to support power
system stability at 110kV and
above

Yes
(No demand
side
involvement)

See [19]

Scheduled
Load/DER
management
(DHO)

A potential to facilitate the
target of.
 Lowering flow temp. and
return temp
 peak thermal demand
reduction
 increasing visibility of heat
consumption patterns

N/A

 Event-based acquisition
 Activated by regulation
signals/incentive signals
 Specifications on speed of reaction,
capacity, duration and location etc.,
require further inputs from DHO, with
reference to Figure 5.

 For both products,
measurement accuracy
must be better than
10mHZ. The resolution
of the player’s SCADA
must be better than 1s,
more details provided
in [19]

See [19]

 Design of
market/service framework
 Design of contract
 Design of verification
and settlement
 Extra monitoring
 Control algorithms
…

UC-WP4-SNS005

2-3

4-5

N/A

1

3-5

N/A

5

3-5

SNS_
Combo

Flexible load
management
for integrated
heat and power
operation
(DHO and
DSO/TSO)

A potential solution such as
PtH to

facilitate integrated
operation of the power
and heat system with
mutual benefits

monitor mutual impacts

N/A

 Event-based acquisition
 Activated by regulation
signals/incentive signals
 Requires further design.

 Design of
market/service framework
 Design of coordination
schemes between DHO
and DSO/TSO
 Design of contract
 Design of verification
and settlement
 Extra monitoring
 Control algorithms

UC-WP4-SNS004

5

3-5

Flexible load
management
for integrated
electricity
transmission
and distribution
operation
(DHO and
DSO)

A service that can be designed
to

eliminate the conflict of
interests between TSO
and DSO, such as a
load increase request
sent by TSO for power
balancing could result
in network congestion
in DSO’s network

guarantee mutual
benefits

priority-based

N/A

 Event-based acquisition
 Activated by regulation
signals/incentive signals
 Requires further design

 Design of
market/service framework
 Design of coordination
schemes between TSO
and DSO

N/A

2

3-4

Relevance: 1 = very irrelevant, 2 = somewhat irrelevant, 3 = moderately relevant, 4 = somewhat relevant, 5 = very relevant.
Importance: 1 = very unimportant, 2 = somewhat unimportant, 3 = moderately important, 4 = somewhat important, 5 = very important.

7. Discussion and recommendations
Conventionally, ancillary services as an important element for supporting the reliable operation of
an energy infrastructure rely completely on the flexibility of either large-scale plants or utility-side
assets such as capacitor banks. In an urban energy system where the demand side resources are
flexible, there is a great potential of taking advantage of these flexibility to address the
infrastructure operation challenges. This document gives a preliminary review and suggestion of
some possibilities, termed as SNS, which can be further developed for an urban energy system like
Nordhavn or other relevant applications.
Many of the SNS described in this document are not new, and readers might find them analogous to
demand response programs that have already been already adopted in countries such as UK and
U.S. As the energy infrastructures in these countries currently require an urgent need of
reinforcement, value of demand-side flexibility is therefore quickly explored. Today, in Denmark,
given the present level of energy demand and the amount of intermittent renewables, the energy
infrastructures for both power and heat are relatively sufficient and quite efficiently operated, taking
into account the high Danish wind power feed-in translates into exports through interconnectors to
Norway, Sweden and Germany. This results in the fact that few SNS related to heat and electricity
distribution have been designed or implemented, and there is little demand-side involvement in
SNSs related to electricity transmission. This is one of the reasons for this working group to
propose both individual and integrated SNS for the heat and power distribution systems, which aims
at developing new mechanisms to create innovative values for both system operators and the
demand-side flexibility owners.
Another reason for proposing SNS (especially for the electricity transmission network) is because
there does exits a need of significant amount of cost-effective balancing power for Denmark to
achieve the objective of 50% wind power penetration. If a large part of the wind power based
electricity is sold at low or negative prices which has already been experienced occasionally, this is
detrimental to the revenues of wind turbine operators, and reduces the incentive to invest in new
wind turbine. Enabling the use of demand-side flexibility for SNS at the transmission level is
therefore a quite cost-effective balancing option. However, the variability of hourly electricity spot
price, which is commonly accepted as a tool to enable demand-side participation in power
balancing, is blurred by the Danish tax add-ons as in Figure 11. This creates a big hesitation for
stakeholders to induce investments on enabling demand-side flexibility and for demand-side
flexibility owners to change behaviour. By proving the cost-effectiveness of demand-side flexibility
in EnergyLab Nordhavn, it is expected a positive influence could be generated to foster the use of
demand-side flexibility.

Figure 11 A comparison of electricity prices for household consumers, second half 2014 (euro per kWh)

The third reason to promote SNS, especially with respect to combined SNS that require
coordination between different system operators, are because the implanted “conflict of interests” of
different system operators need to be addressed with a holistic view. It is the objective of
EnergyLab Nordhavn consortium to address this challenge and to facilitate the integrated operation
of different energy infrastructure through a market-based mechanism.
With respect to the future working, providing concrete design and description for selected SNS is a
must. This should cover both technical requirements and economic metrics which can transfer the
SNS into applicable products. Demonstrations of the selected SNS can be either carried out in field
or done through a virtual environment to demonstrate the value streams that can not be provided by
the energy infrastructure operators in the Nordhavn area, such as wind power balancing.
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9.

Use cases for SNS

Use Case ID:
Use Case Name:
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Date Created:

UC-WP4-SNS001
PowerCut Preventive for power distribution network
Carsten Buhl Nielsen
Organization: DONG
Organization:
24-09-2015

Objective:

Actors:

Date Last Updated:

This use case aims to provide an example for explaining the smart network
service so-called PowerCut preventive. This service could be necessary in
case where the DSO IS in an operational situation where they want to
prepare the grid for next fault and then ease the resupply.
DSO: Power distribution system operator.
Aggregator: Who aggregates a number of DERs in order to scale up the
impacts.
DERs: Distributed energy resource which can be remotely controlled to
provide load management or programmed locally with automatic response
to the service request.

Description:

The basic thought in regard to “PowerCut Preventive” is that according to
a contract between the DSO and the Aggregator, the aggregator reduces
load by a ΔP. The Aggregator does this on the basis of a trigger signal sent
from the DSO, when the DSO decides that regulation is needed, in order to
avoid a congestion situation (100% loading normal operation and 117%
loading for emergency operation). This service is event-based.
Prerequisites related:

1. Contract between DSO and aggregator.
2.
3.
4.

Notes:

Control algorithms implemented by the aggregator and the DERs.
Activation procedure taking account of communication protocols.
Pricing and penalty design.
5. ….
This document is limited to serving only project consortium as a
preliminary guideline for work related. Continuous evolvement is
expected also after the finalization of this document. Thus, the document
cannot be used to determine anything about decisions and rationales which
fall beyond its scope.

Use Case ID:
Use Case Name:
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Date Created:

UC-WP4-SNS002
Voltage reduction for power distribution network
Carsten Buhl Nielsen
Organization:
Organization:
24-09-2015
Date Last Updated:

Objective:

DONG

This use case aims to provide an example for explaining the smart network
service so-called Voltage reduction. This service could be necessary in
case where the DSO registers to high voltages in the grid and can’t fulfil
the requirements for power quality.

Actors:

DSO: Power distribution system operator.
Aggregators: Who aggregates a number of DERs in order to scale up the
impacts.
DERs: Distributed energy resource which can be remotely controlled to
provide load management or programmed locally with automatic response
to the service request.

Description:

The basic thought in regard to “Voltage reduction” is that according to a
contract between the DSO and the aggregator, the aggregator reduces the
reactive power by a ΔQ. The Aggregator does this on the basis of a trigger
signal sent from the DSO, when the DSO decides that regulation is
needed, in order to avoid a congestion situation. This service is eventbased.

Prerequisites related:

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Market
Contract between DSO and aggregator.
Control algorithms implemented by the aggregator and the DERs.
Activation procedure taking account of communication protocols.
Pricing and penalty design.
….

This document is limited to serving only project consortium as a
preliminary guideline for work related. Continuous evolvement is
expected also after the finalization of this document. Thus, the document
cannot be used to determine anything about decisions and rationales which
fall beyond its scope.

Use Case ID:
Use Case Name:
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Date Created:

UC-WP4-SNS003
Voltage increase for power distribution network
Carsten Buhl Nielsen
Organization:
Organization:
24-09-2015
Date Last Updated:

Objective:

Actors:

DONG

This use case aims to provide an example for explaining the smart network
service so-called Voltage increase. This service could be necessary in case
where the DSO registers to low voltages in the grid and can’t fulfill the
requirements for power quality.
DSO: Power distribution system operator.
Aggregators: Who aggregates a number of DERs in order to scale up the
impacts.
DERs: Distributed energy resource which can be remotely controlled to
provide load management or programmed locally with automatic response
to the service request.

Description:
The basic thought in regard to “Voltage increase” is that according to a
contract between the DSO and the Aggregator, the aggregator increases
the reactive power by a ΔQ. The Aggregator does this on the basis of a
trigger signal sent from the DSO, when the DSO decides that regulation is
needed, in order to avoid a congestion situation. This service is eventbased.
Prerequisites related:

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Market
Contract between DSO and aggregator.
Control algorithms implemented by the aggregator and the DERs.
Activation procedure taking account of communication protocols.
Pricing and penalty design.
….

This document is limited to serving only project consortium as a
preliminary guideline for work related. Continuous evolvement is
expected also after the finalization of this document. Thus, the document
cannot be used to determine anything about decisions and rationales which
fall beyond its scope.

Use Case ID:
Use Case Name:
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Date Created:

UC-WP4-SNS004
Flexible load management for integrated electricity and heat distribution
management
Lars Kristensen
Organization: HORFOR, DTU/CEE
Organization:
05-10-2015

Objective:

Actors:

Date Last Updated:

This use case is to provide a simple but concrete example of how to use
the residential fuel shifting solutions to provide flexible load management
services for integrated power and heat distribution.
DHO: District heating system operator
DSO: Power distribution system operator
LC: Local controller that controls the operation of heating elements

Description:

The system demonstrates how the residential fuel shifting solution can be
developed to provide load management services to electrical distribution
system while considering its impacts on the district heating system.

Description:

Prerequisites related:

In this case, it is assumed the demand of heat and electricity of different
types of residential properties is supplied through a DH network and
power distribution grid respectively. Inside the property, both space
heating and water heating are supplied by a heat tank (For instance from
MetroT) that is equipped with an electrical heating element to boost the
temperature when there is a need of such. A local controller is designed to
turn on/off the heating element when it is requested by the DSO through
market-based control signals, e.g. electricity price. In addition, the impacts
on the DH system, e.g. the return temperature of the DH system, will be
assessed by the DHO.
1.

Notes:

Market, for not only enabling the flexibility management, but also
enables the coordinated operation between DSO and DHO
2. Control algorithms implemented by DERs.
3. Activation procedure taking account of communication protocols.
4. Additional metering installations to increase the observability of load
variations and to facilitate the coordination between DSO and DHO
5. Pricing and penalty design.
6. ….
This document is limited to serving only project consortium as a
preliminary guideline for work related. Continuous evolvement is
expected also after the finalization of this document. Thus, the document
cannot be used to determine anything about decisions and rationales which
fall beyond its scope.

Use Case ID:
Use Case Name:
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Date Created:

UC-WP4-SNS005
Automated High and Low Frequency Services
Brian Delaney
Organization:
Organization:
09-09-2015
Date Last Updated:

Objective:

GD

This use case aims to provide an example for explaining the automated
high and low frequency services offered by Quantum appliances.

Actors:

TSO/DSO: Power Transmission System Operator / Distribution System
Operator.
Aggregator: Aggregates and sets the control parameters, on a number of
DERs in order to optimize the benefits.
DERs: Distributed Energy Resource which can be remotely controlled to
provide load management or remotely programmed with parameters in
order to automatically respond for frequency services.

Description:

The Quantum products can be configured to locally measure and respond
to perturbations in the frequency of the supply according to a set of
parameters that can be dispatched from a central aggregator and stored
locally on the appliance. This enables a response time of potentially less
than 100ms. A population of appliances can be aggregated to achieve an
overall characteristic response required by the TSO.

Prerequisites related

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Notes:

Contract between TSO/DSO and aggregator.
Contract between aggregator and DER owner.
Control algorithms to define the parameters dispatched to the DERs.
Communication protocols and infrastructure between the DERs and
aggregator.
Pricing and penalty design.
….

This document is limited to serving only project consortium as a
preliminary guideline for work related. Continuous evolvement is
expected also after the finalization of this document. Thus, the document
cannot be used to determine anything about decisions and rationales which
fall beyond its scope.

Use Case ID:
Use Case Name:
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Date Created:

UC-WP4-SNS006
Dispatched High and Low Frequency Services
Brian Delaney
Organization:
Organization:
09-09-2015
Date Last Updated:

Objective:

Actors:

Description:

GD

This use case aims to provide an example for explaining the dispatched
high and low frequency services offered by Quantum appliances.
TSO/DSO: Power Transmission System Operator / Distribution System
Operator.
Aggregator: Aggregates and sets the control parameters, on a number of
DERs in order to optimize the benefits.
DERs: Distributed Energy Resource which can be remotely controlled to
provide load management or remotely programmed with parameters in
order to automatically respond for frequency services.
The aggregator can control the load centrally according to the TSO
requirement. The time limit for a dispatched service will be dependent on
the communications architecture. However it is reasonable to expect that a
response below 1 second can be achieved if there is an Ethernet broadband
infrastructure available. A population of appliances can be aggregated to
achieve an overall characteristic response required by the TSO.
Potential Benefits to the Electricity Grid
Actual Aggregated Load from Quantum Storage Heaters Responding to a
Frequency Event.
Location: Glen Dimplex R&D Building, Dunleer Co. Louth

Prerequisites related

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Notes:

Contract between TSO/DSO and aggregator.
Contract between aggregator and DER owner.
Control algorithms to define the parameters dispatched to the DERs.
Communication protocols and infrastructure between the DERs and
aggregator.
Pricing and penalty design.
….

This document is limited to serving only project consortium as a
preliminary guideline for work related. Continuous evolvement is
expected also after the finalization of this document. Thus, the document
cannot be used to determine anything about decisions and rationales which
fall beyond its scope.

Use Case ID:
Use Case Name:
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Date Created:

UC-WP4-SNS007
Demand Side Load Increase
Brian Delaney
09-09-2015

Objective:

Actors:

Description:

Prerequisites related

GD

This use case aims to provide an example for explaining the demand side
load increase possibilities offered by Quantum appliances.
TSO/DSO: Power Transmission System Operator / Distribution System
Operator.
Aggregator: Aggregates and sets the control parameters, on a number of
DERs in order to optimize the benefits.
DERs: Distributed Energy Resource which can be remotely controlled to
provide load management or remotely programmed with parameters in
order to automatically respond for frequency services.
This can be useful when there is excess generation or capacity either
locally or centrally. As the penetration of renewable energy on the grid
increases the potential for excess generation at certain times also increases.
The smart Quantum appliances will enable the aggregator to switch on
load (decide when the Quantum appliances take charge) based on a trigger
signal sent by the TSO. This can potentially alleviate network or
transmission constraints.
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This use case aims to provide an example for explaining the load
scheduling abilities offered by Quantum appliances.
TSO/DSO: Power Transmission System Operator / Distribution System
Operator.
Aggregator: Aggregates and sets the control parameters, on a number of
DERs in order to optimize the benefits.
DERs: Distributed Energy Resource which can be remotely controlled to
provide load management or remotely programmed with parameters in
order to automatically respond for frequency services.
The intelligent Quantum devices calculate their daily energy requirements
and communicate this requirement to the aggregator. This allows the
aggregator to develop a reasonably accurate forecast of the energy
requirement across the population of Quantum devices. This grants the
aggregator the ability to offer flexibility to the various power system
stakeholders.
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